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3M™ scotchcode™ tape Dispenser stD

The ScotchCode™ Tape Dispenser STD is a compact,  
carry-along dispenser with 10 refillable compartments 
that hold 8-foot rolls of non-smear polyester tape. Used 
for marking binder groups, wire or cable, the tapes’ high- 
tack acrylic adhesive resists solvents, oil and water, and 
adheres firmly to insulation surfaces. An end-loop hooks 
the dispenser easily to a tool pouch or belt. Dispensers can 
be ordered empty or filled with 10 rolls of either pre-printed 
numbers 0–9 or NEMA colors.

3M™ scotchcode™ Dispenser  
refill rolls sDr
This aggressive adhesive system, combined with 
the flexible polyester film backing, provides a thin, 
conformable tape that is durable and will hold up in most 
industrial electrical applications. The smooth surface of this 
tape allows dirt and grime to be easily wiped off, providing 
text legibility even after extended exposure to a build-up 
of contamination. ScotchCode Wire Marking Tape SDR 
is available in 10 NEMA colors, individual numbers and 
consecutive numbers.

The SDR tape can be used for the following applications 
involving operating temperatures ranging from -40°F  
to 250°F (-40°C to 121°C):

Marking all types of wire and cable including power, • 
control, fiber optic, electronic, telecommunications  
and instrumentation
Phase identification on large or small gauge wire or cable• 
Identification of terminal blocks, terminal strips,  • 
and wire in panel boards or a piece of switchgear
Automotive applications on tubing, hoses and • 
replacement parts

3M scotchcoDe WIre MArker tApe DIspenser stD
FEATURES AdvAnTAgES BEnEFiTS
compact design easy to handle easy to use

hangs from a tool belt convenient easy to use

provides contamination protection around the wire markers Markers stay clean and dry Improves quality

can be custom filled to meet specific project requirements no waste saves money

Dispenses only the desired length prevents waste saves money

holds 10 rolls of sDr wire marking tape compact Designed to increase productivity

specifications and ordering Information for  
3M™ scotchcode™ Wire Marker tape Dispensers  

Product 
number

UPC 
(054007-)

description Min. Order 
Case Qty.

STD 12172 Dispenser only—holds 10 rolls 25

STD-X 49519 Dispenser only—holds 10 rolls 10

STD-0-9 12174 Dispenser filled with 10 rolls of numbered tape (one each of 0–9) 25

STD-0-9X 49518 Dispenser filled with 10 rolls of numbered tape (one each of 0–9) 10

STD-C 12175 Dispenser filled with 10 rolls of colored tape (one each of black, blue, brown, green, gray, orange, red, violet, white and yellow) 25

STD-CX 49517 Dispenser filled with 10 rolls of colored tape (one each of black, blue, brown, green, gray, orange, red, violet, white and yellow) 10
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